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To discover powerful yet compact models is an important
goal of neural architecture search. Previous two-stage oneshot approaches are limited by search space with a fixed
depth. It seems handy to include an additional skip connection in the search space to make depths variable. However, it creates a large range of perturbation during supernet training and it has difficulty giving a confident ranking
for subnetworks. In this paper, we discover that skip connections bring about significant feature inconsistency compared with other operations, which potentially degrades the
supernet performance. Based on this observation, we tackle
the problem by imposing an equivariant learnable stabilizer
to homogenize such disparities (see Fig.1). Experiments
show that our proposed stabilizer helps to improve the supernet’s convergence as well as ranking performance. With
an evolutionary search backend that incorporates the stabilized supernet as an evaluator, we derive a family of stateof-the-art architectures, the SCARLET1 series of several
depths, especially SCARLET-A obtains 76.9% top-1 accuracy on ImageNet.
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Figure 1. ELS helps to calibrate feature inconsistencies in scalable
supernets with boosted cosine similarity (compared to Fig.4) and
reduced angles among feature vectors (from blue shade to red).
The cosine similarity is calculated on the third layer’s output feature maps from 7 paralleled choice blocks (MobileNetV2’s blocks
numbered 0 to 5 and a skip connection). Each block’s feature vectors are projected to 2-dimensional space (x1 , x2 ) to draw their
relative angles (shaded in color). Other layers also have similar
results. Top: Single Path One-Shot [14], Bottom: FairNAS [7].

1. Introduction
Incorporating scalability into neural architecture search
is crucial to exploring efficient networks. The handcrafted
way of scaling models up and down is to stack more or
fewer cells [15, 39]. However, model scaling is nontrivial which involves tuning width, depth, and resolution altogether. To this end, a compound scaling method is proposed in [31], it starts with a searched mobile baseline
EfficientNet-B0 and ‘grid-search’ the combination of these
three factors to achieve larger models. In this paper, we are
mainly concerned about finding models of varying depths,
while the input resolution is kept fixed since it can be simply
scaled manually.
To achieve such scalability, we first need to construct
* This work was done when all the authors were at Xiaomi AI
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a search space of variable depths. To this end, skip connections are commonly used in differentiable approaches
[2, 33], but they face a common issue of undesired skip connection aggregation as noted by [3, 36], which yields nonoptimal results. Recent advances in one-shot approaches
take a two-stage mechanism: single-path supernet optimization and searching [14, 7]. A supernet is an embodiment of the search space, whose single path is a candidate
model. Their single-path paradigm is more efficient and less
error-prone, which also potentially avoids the aggregation
problem but they carefully removed skip connections from
search space. In this light, we integrate skip connections in
their search space under the same single-path setting for a
comprehensive investigation. We name the supernet in this
new search space as a scalable supernet.
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Our contributions can be summarized as follows,
First, we are the first to thoroughly investigate scalability in one-shot neural architecture search. We discover that
a vanilla training of scalable supernets suffers from instability (see Fig. 3) and leads to weak evaluation performance.
As FairNAS [7] suggests that feature similarity is critical
for single-path training, we find that this requirement is rigorously broken by skip connections (Fig. 4).
Second, based on the above observation, we propose
a simple learnable stabilizer to calibrate feature deviation
(see Fig.1). It is proved effective to restore stability (see
Fig. 3) while all submodels still have invariant representational power. Experiments on NAS-Bench-101 [35] testify that it also substantially improves the ranking performance which is crucial for the second searching stage. Our
pipeline is exemplified in Fig. 2.
Last but not the least, we perform a single proxyless
evolutionary search on ImageNet after training the scalable supernet. The overall cost sums up to 10 GPU days.
Three new state-of-the-art models of different depths are
generated. Specifically, SCARLET-A obtains 76.9% top1 accuracy on ImageNet with 25M fewer FLOPS than
EfficientNet-B0 (76.3%)2 . Moreover, we manually upscale
the searched models with zero cost to have comparable
FLOPS with EfficientNet variants and we also achieve competitive results.

2. Preliminary Background
2.1. Single-Path Supernet Training
The weight-sharing mechanism is now widely applied in
neural architecture search as it saves a tremendous amount
of computation [25, 24, 1]. It is usually embodied as a supernet that incorporates all subnetworks. The supernet is
trained till convergence only once, from which all subnetworks can inherit weights for evaluation (so-called one-shot
models) without extra fine-tuning. It is thus named the oneshot approach, as opposed to those who train each child network independently [39, 30]. Methods vary on how to train
the supernet. In this paper, we concentrate on the singlepath way [14, 7], which is more memory-friendly and efficient.
Single Path One-Shot [14] utilizes a supernet A with 20
layers, and there are 4 choice blocks per layer based on
ShuffleNet [38]. The total size of the search space reaches
420 . It uniformly samples a single-path model (say a with
weights Wa ) to train at each step, after which only this activated path in the supernet gets its weights Wa updated.
Formally, this process is to reduce the overall training loss
Ltrain of the supernet,

(1)
Notice that it differs from the nested manner in differential approaches [24, 12] where Γ is not fixed but used as a
representation for variable architectural weights.
FairNAS [7] rephrases each supernet training step as
training m single-path models either sequentially or in parallel. These models are built on choice blocks uniformly
sampled without replacement (denoted as a ∼ ΨA ). During each step, all blocks in the supernet are trained once.
The weights are aggregated and also updated once in a single step. It can be formulated as,

  W_{\mathcal {A}} = \text {argmin}_{W} \mathbb {E}_{a \sim \Psi _{\mathcal {A}}} [ \frac {1}{m} \sum ^m_{i} \mathcal {L}_{train} (\mathcal {A}(a_i, W_{a_i}))] (2)
By ensuring the same amount of training for each block,
FairNAS achieves a notable improvement in supernet performance. Interestingly enough, features learned by each
block (of the same layer) in thus-trained supernet have high
channel-wise similarities. This will be later proved a useful
hint to restore training stability when skip connections are
involved.

2.2. Model Ranking
Searching is essentially based on ranking. Incomplete
training can give a rough guess [39] but it is too costly. Differentiable methods [24] consider the magnitude of architectural coefficients as each operation’s importance. However, there is a large discrepancy when discretizing such
continuous encodings. As we are focusing on the two-stage
weight-sharing neural architecture search method, we rely
on the supernet to evaluate models. It is thus of uttermost
importance for it to have a good model ranking ability. FairNAS [7] has shown that strict fairness during supernet training has a strong impact on it. In particular, they adopted
Kendall Tau [19] to measure the correlation between the
performance of one-shot models (predicted by the supernet)
and stand-alone models (trained from scratch). Tau value
ranges from -1 to 1, meaning the order is completely inverted or identical. Ideally, we would like a tau of 1, which
gives the exact ground truth ranking of submodels.

3. Training Instability of Scalable Supernet
3.1. Degraded Supernet Performance

The skip connection plays a role in changing depths
for architectures in MobileNetV2’s block-level search space
[2, 33]. We detail it as S1 and its variant S2 in A3.1. To in  W_{\mathcal {A}} = \text {argmin}_{W} \mathbb {E}_{a\sim \Gamma _{\mathcal {A}}} [ \mathcal {L}_{train} (\mathcal {A}(a, W_a))]
vestigate scalability in one-shot approaches, we train the supernet in the previously discussed single-path fashion (Sec-
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① Train supernet

Vanilla Oneshot pipeline

② Evaluate subnetworks
with inherited weights

SC

③ Train from scratch

Raw Operations
Equivariant learnable stabilizer
Skip connection

Proposed
pipeline with ELS

Trained operations

ELS

Figure 2. Our proposed SCARLET-NAS pipeline where the scalable supernet is stabilized by ELS, which also provides good ranking
ability compared with the vanilla approach. ELS is removed from the final subnetwork to train from scratch. Note SC and ELS can appear
on each row (layer), only one is drawn for brevity.

Models
Top-1 (%) Top-1 (%)
Top-1 (%)
(in S1 )
(w/o ELS) (w/ ELS) (standalone)
A(0,5,0,6,3,2,3,0,2,
1.0
53.1
74.0
1,3,5,2,4,4,4,5,3,6)
B(5,0,1,0,2,6,6,4,3,
49.5
49.6
73.3
1,5,1,0,2,4,4,1,1,2)

40

20
SPOS w/ ELS
SPOS w/o ELS

0

Frequency

0

100

200
Epochs

SPOS w/o ELS

0

Table 1. ImageNet performance of model A and B (denoted by the
choice block IDs) in S1 . Both are mistakenly estimated by the
supernet trained w/o ELS. Instead, enabling ELS gives the right
ranking.
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tion 2.1) in search space S1 . Surprisingly, we find them suffering from severe training instability, which is illustrated
in Fig. 3. Unlike the reported stable training process for the
supernets without skip connections [14, 7], we instead observe much higher variances (shadowed in blue at the top of
Fig. 3) and lower training accuracies (solid line in blue).

FairNAS w/ ELS
FairNAS w/o ELS

200

able supernet trained so far. We can easily draw an example
in Table 1, where model A is underestimated with only 1%
accuracy and B overestimated (49%, much better than A).
The ground truth is just the opposite, A has 74% which is
better than B with 73.3%. We later show how we design an
ELS for the supernet training to rectify this mistake.

0
0.0
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0.6
Top-1 Validation Accuracy (%)

0.0

0.2
0.4
Top-1 Validation Accuracy (%)

Figure 3. Training supernet with Single Path One-Shot [14] and
FairNAS [7] on ImageNet with and without Equivariant Learnable
Stabilizer (ELS) in search space S1 . Top: The supernets with ELS
enjoy better convergence (red thick lines) and small variance (red
shaded area). Bottom: Histogram of randomly sampled 1k oneshot models’ accuracies. Supernets with ELS have an improved
estimation of subnetworks.

Training instability also deteriorates one-shot model performance. We sample 1024 models to measure their accuracies on the ImageNet validation dataset. Fig. 3 demonstrates that the majority of one-shot models from both SPOS
(bottom left in blue) and FairNAS (bottom right in blue)
are underestimated, which are mainly close to 0. This phenomenon hasn’t been observed in reduced S1 (without skip
connections) by previous work.
In particular, we need to neither overestimate nor underestimate the sampled submodels. This is hard for the scal-

3.2. Skip Connections Break Feature Similarity
A well-trained supernet matters for one-shot models’
ranking. We are thus driven to unveil what causes such a
phenomenon to find a cure for stabilizing the training process.
Inspired by the analysis of the underlying working mechanism in the single-path training [7], we pick the outputs of
the third layer (for an example) in the formerly trained supernets to calculate their cosine similarities across different
choice blocks, which are depicted as 7 × 7 similarity matrices in Fig. 4. The first six inverted bottlenecks of different
configurations yield quite similar high-dimensional features
(with a shape of 32 × 28 × 28) and their cosine similarities
are high (all above 0.85). Meanwhile, the feature maps from
the skip connection (the last choice block) are quite distinct
from other blocks and the average cosine similarity is below
0.6. This disparity is observed in both training methods.
Feature disparity troubles the training for the next layer
and consequently the whole supernet. As the fourth layer
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As for S, we can utilize the property of matrix multiplication to find a simple ELS function: a 1 × 1 convolution
without batch normalization or activation. This is given as
Lemma 4.1 and proven in the A1.
Lemma 4.1. Let flELS = Conv(cl ,cl+1 ,1,1) , then Equation 3 holds.

Figure 4. Cosine similarity matrices of the third layer’s outputs
(averaged on 32 channels of 28 × 28 feature maps) from 7 choice
blocks of supernets trained without ELS. The average similarity
is shown as x-axis at the top. The skip connection yields different
feature maps from others. Left: Single Path One-Shot [14], Right:
FairNAS [7]

By adopting the learnable 1 × 1 convolution as an ELS,
we observe improved stability in supernet training and better evaluation of subnetworks (Fig. 3). We still maintain
scalability since we can remove ELS based on Equation 3.

randomly selects one output from the third layer, the unique
skip connection disrupts feature similarities. This discrepancy of inflowing features (occurs in other layers too) will
get magnified layer by layer and finally deteriorate supernet
training. This is shown on the top of Fig. 3. What’s worse,
it makes big trouble for the supernet to predict submodels’
performance. Such a supernet becomes nearly useless because it severely underestimates or overestimates candidate
architectures, shown at the bottom of Fig. 3. Therefore, we
attribute the instability to low similarities of features across
different paralleled choices, mainly from skip connections.

Being a two-stage one-shot method like [1, 14, 7], we
have so far focused on supernet training. For the second
searching stage, evolutionary algorithms are mostly used.
For instance, FairNAS [7] utilizes the well-known NSGAII algorithm [10] where they examine three objectives: classification accuracies, multiply-adds and the number of parameters. In practice, they are of different importance.
We are more concerned about accuracies (performance)
and multiply-adds (speed) than the number of parameters
(memory cost), which calls for a weighted solution like [6].
It is however nontrivial for our scalable search space. First
of all, models with too many skip connections are easily
sorted as frontiers because of low multiply-adds. Although
such a model dominates others but it usually comes with a
low accuracy which is not desired. So we set a minimum
accuracy requirement accmin . Second, we are searching
models for mobile deployment, where we should encourage
increasing the number of parameters to prevent underfitting
rather than overfitting [38]. Last, for practical reasons, we
also need to set maximum multiply-adds maddsmax . Formally, we describe our searching process as a constrained
multi-objective optimization as follows,

4. Scalable Neural Architecture Search
4.1. Improve Supernet Training with a Learnable
Stabilizer
Based on the previous discussion, one direct approach
to stabilize the training process is to boost the cross-block
similarities by replacing the parameter-free skip connection
with a learnable stabilizer. Ideally, the stabilizer will deliver
similar features as other choice blocks. What’s more important, the stabilizer must be equivariant in terms of representational capacity since we want to remove it eventually (see
the third step in Figure 2). This is detailed as Definition 4.1.

4.2. Neural Architecture Search with the Scalable
Supernet

  \label {eq:three_objs} \begin {split} max & \quad \{ acc(m), -madds(m), params(m)\}, \\ \quad m &\in \enskip \text {search space} \enskip S\\ s.t. &\quad w_{acc} + w_{madds} + w_{params} = 1, \forall w >=0 \\ & \quad acc(m) > acc_{min}, madds(m) < madds_{max}. \end {split} 

Definition 4.1. Equivariant Learnable Stabilizer. A
plug-in learnable stabilizer is called an Equivariant Learnable Stabilizer (ELS) iff a model with such a stabilizer is
exactly equivalent to the one without it in terms of representational capacity.
For a search space S like S1 with n choices per layer,
we denote xcl l as the input with cl channels to layer l, and
flo the o-th operation function in that layer. Without loss
of generality, we put the skip connection as the last choice,
while other choices all start with a convolution operation.
The equivalence requirement for an equivariant learnable
stabilizer function flELS can then be formulated as,
 {\label {eq:requirment}} f_{l+1}^{o}(x_l^{c_l})=f_{l+1}^{o}(f_l^{ELS}(x_l^{c_l})), \forall o \in \{0,1,2,...,n-1\}. 
(3)

(4)

Specifically, we adopt a similar evolutionary searching algorithm based on NSGA-II [10] as in FairNAS [7]
with some modifications. For handling weights of different objectives, we make use of weighted crowding distance [13] for non-dominated sorting. We set wacc =
0.4, wmadds = 0.4, wparams = 0.2. The constraints are set
to maddsmax = 500M and accmin = 0.4. Notice that we
treat these two constraints in sequential order to reduce cost.
As calculating multiply-adds is much faster than accuracies,
models violating maddsmax are immediately removed for
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Models

further evaluation. The whole search pipeline is presented
in Algorithm 1 and Fig. 1 (both in A2).

MobileNetV2 [26]
MobileNetV3 [16]
MnasNet-A1 [30]
MnasNet-A2 [30]
FBNet-B [33]
Proxyless-R [2]
Proxyless GPU [2]
Single-Path [28]
SPOS [14]
FairNAS-A [7]
FairDARTS-C [8]
DARTS- [5]
MixNet-M [32]
EfficientNet B0 [31]
SCARLET-A (Ours)
SCARLET-B (Ours)
SCARLET-C (Ours)

5. Experiments
5.1. Dataset, Training, and Searching
Dataset. For training and searching, we use the
ILSVRC2012 dataset [11]. To be consistent with previous
work [30], the validation set consists of 50k images selected
from the training set. The original validation set serves as
the test set.
Supernet Training. For FairNAS experiments in S1 , we
follow [7] except that we train the supernet for 60 epochs.
It costs nearly 8 GPU days. For SPOS, we train it for
360 epochs to have the same amount of weight updates per
block. As for S2 with more choices, we use the same setting except for a smaller batch size of 256, which results in
higher top-1 accuracy on average.
Evolutionary Searching. We search proxylessly in S2
on ImageNet. The evolution covered 8400 models (a population of 70 models evolved for 120 generations). It costs
2 GPU days on a Tesla V100. The final architectures
SCARLET-A, B and C (shown in Fig. 5) are sampled
from the Pareto front at equal distance and are trained from
scratch. Due to the equivalence requirement, we remove
ELS to achieve two competitive models with shorter depths,
SCARLET-B and C.
Single Model Training. To train the selected single
model, we follow MnasNet [30] with vanilla Inception preprocessing [29]. We train EfficientNet and SCARLET models without AutoAugment [9] to have a fair comparison with
state-of-the-art architectures. The batch size is 4096. The
initial learning rate is 0.256 and it decays at an amount of
0.01 every 2.4 epochs. The dropout with a rate 0.2 [27] is
put before the last FC layer. The weight decay rate (l2 ) is
1.0 × 10−5 . The RMSProp optimizer has a momentum of
0.9.

5.2. ImageNet Classification
5.2.1

Comparison of State-of-the-art Mobile Architectures

We give full train results of the SCARLET series on ImageNet dataset in Table 2. Although in absence of AutoAugment tricks [9], SCARLET-A still clearly surpasses
EfficientNet-B0 (+0.6% higher accuracy) using fewer
FLOPS. The shallower model SCARLET-B achieves 76.3%
top-1 accuracy with 329M FLOPS, which exceeds several
models of a similar size by a clear margin: MnasNet-A1
(+1.1%), Proxyless-R (+1.7%). Notably, to be comparable
to our shallowest model SCARLET-C (75.6%), MnasNetA1 comes with 21% more FLOPS at the cost of 200× GPU
days. Even without mixed convolution, SCARLET-A still
outperforms MixNet-M [32], which has 76.6% accuracy

×+ Params
Top-1 Top-5
(M)
(M)
(%)
(%)
300
3.4
72.0 91.0
219
5.4
75.2 92.2
312
3.9
75.2 92.5
340
4.8
75.6 92.7
295
4.5
74.1
320
4.0
74.6 92.2
465
7.1
75.1
365
4.3
75.0 92.2
328
3.4
74.9 92.0
392
5.9
77.5 93.7
386
5.3
77.2 93.5
470
5.5
77.8 93.9
360
5.0 76.6† (77) 93.2
390
5.3
76.3 93.2
365
6.7
76.9 93.4
329
6.5
76.3 93.0
280
6.0
75.6 92.6

Table 2. Comparison with state-of-the-art architectures on ImageNet classification task.‡ : model trained from scratch by us without AutoAugment.

when we trained it with the same tricks. We further give
a closer examination of the SCARLET series in A3.5.
5.2.2

Comparison of Models at a Larger Scale

Higher accuracy requirements beyond mobile settings are
also considered. To be comparable with EfficientNet’s
scaled variants, we simply manually upscale our SCARLET
baseline models to have the same resolution and FLOPS
without any extra tuning cost. We compare the results with
other state-of-the-art methods in Table 3.
At the level of 1 billion FLOPS, while EfficientNet-B2 is
based on grid search at a very high cost on GPUs [31], our
SCARLET-A2 (79.5%) is from upscaling with zero cost.
No AutoAugment tricks are applied for a fair comparison.
Moreover, Xception [4] uses 8 times more FLOPS to reach
79.0%. Notably, our SCARLET-A4 achieves new state-ofthe-art top-1 accuracy 82.3% again without extra costs using only 4.2B FLOPS. By contrast, SENet [17] uses 10×.

5.3. Transferability to CIFAR-10
Table 4 shows our transfer results on CIFAR-10 dataset
[21]. We utilize similar training settings from [20]. In
particular, each model is loaded with ImageNet pre-trained
weights and finetuned for 200 epochs with a batch size of
128. The initial learning rate is set to 0.025 with a cosine
decay strategy. We also adopted AutoAugment policy for
CIFAR-10 [9]. The dropout rate is 0.3. To achieve comparable top-1 accuracy as NASNet-A Large, our SCARLET-A
only uses 33× fewer FLOPS. SCARLET-B doesn’t utilize
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Figure 5. The architectures of SCARLET-A, B and C (from top to bottom). Downsampling points are indicated by dashed lines. The stem
and tail parts are omitted for brevity.
Methods

Resolution Depth
(×)
DenseNet-264 [18] 224×224 Xception [4]
299×299 EfficientNet B2 [31] 260×260 1.2
SCARLET-A2†
260×260 1.0
ResNeXt-101 [34]
320×320 PolyNet [37]
331×331 SENet [17]
320×320 EfficientNet B4 [31] 380×380 1.8
SCARLET-A4†
380×380 2.0

Channel
(×)
1.1
1.4
1.4
1.4

×+
(B)
6
8.4
1.0
1.0
32
35
42
4.2
4.2

Params
(M)
34
23
9.2
12.5
84
92
146
19
27.8

Top-1
(%)
77.9
79.0
79.4∗
79.5
80.9
81.3
82.7
82.6
82.3

Top-5
(%)
93.9
94.5
94.7∗
94.8
95.6
95.8
96.2
96.3
96.0

Table 3. Single-crop results of scaled architectures on ImageNet validation set. ∗ : Retrained without fixed AutoAugment (AA),† : w/o fixed
AA.

the mixed convolution but it is still comparable to MixNet
[32]. In particular, our smallest model SCARLET-C is close
to MixNet-M, saving 22% FLOPS.
Models
Input Size ×+ (M) Top-1 (%)
NASNet-A Large [39]† 331×331
12030 98.00
MixNet-M [32]
224×224
352 97.92
SCARLET-A
224×224
364 98.05
SCARLET-B
224×224
328 97.93
SCARLET-C
224×224
279 97.91
Table 4. Transferring SCARLET models to CIFAR-10.
ported by [20].

†

bones of the RetinaNet framework (Res101+FPN) [22]. To
make fair comparisons, we focus on the mobile settings of
the backbone. All methods are trained for 12 epochs on
COCO dataset [23] with a batch size of 16 (train2017
for training and val2017 for reporting results). The initial learning rate is 0.01 and decayed by 0.1 on epoch 8 and
11. Compared with recent NAS models in Table 5, we utilize fewer FLOPS to have better results, suggesting a better
transferability.

6. Ablation Study and Analysis
: Re-

5.4. Object Detection
To verify the transferability of our models on the object detection task, we utilize drop-in replacements of back-

6.1. Training Stability
Compared with skip connection, ELS can help stabilize
the training process of a scalable supernet, shown in Fig. 3.
We believe it is due to boosted cross-block features similarities (increased by 0.3 compared with pure skip connection). Interestingly enough, ELS is also able to close
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×+
(M)
MnasNet-A2 [30] 340
MobileNetV3 [16] 219
SingPath NAS [28] 365
SCARLET-A
365
SCARLET-B
329
Backbones

Acc
(%)
75.6
75.2
75.0
76.9
76.3

AP
(%)
30.5
29.9
30.7
31.4
31.2

AP50
(%)
50.2
49.3
49.8
51.2
51.2

AP75
(%)
32.0
30.8
32.2
33.0
32.6

APS
(%)
16.6
14.9
15.4
16.3
17.0

APM
(%)
34.1
33.3
33.9
35.1
34.7

APL
(%)
41.1
41.1
41.6
41.8
41.9

3×3 conv

skip

(b)

50

w/o ELS
Kendall Tau=0.0118

45
40

Figure 6. Ranking analysis is based on a subspace of NAS-Bench101. (a) A cell is a stack of 5 nodes. An additional 1 × 1 conv
projection is added before the first one to avoid channel mismatch.
(b) For each node, we can select one operation from 3 choices.

up the feature angle discrepancy. This phenomenon is depicted in Fig. 1. Informally, ELS plays an important role
in rectifying the features’ phase gap between skip connections and other homogeneous choices. Essentially, ELS is
a near-homogeneous to an inverted bottleneck block, while
a skip connection is instead heterogeneous. As a result, for
both one-shot approaches, supernets with ELS enjoy higher
training accuracies (red solid line) and lower variances (red
shaded area). Although there is a small proportion of oneshot models with low accuracy, they can be easily excluded
from the proposed constrained optimization process.

6.2. Ranking Ability with and without ELS
The most important role of the supernet in the two-stage
approach is to evaluate the performance of the subnetworks,
so-called ‘ranking ability’. To find out the contribution of
ELS, we perform experiments on a common NAS benchmark NAS-Bench-101 [35] with some adaptations. Specifically, we construct a supernet to have a stack of 9 cells,
each cell has at most 5 sequential internal nodes, each node
has 3 optional operations: 1 × 1 Conv, 3 × 3 Conv and a
skip connection. The first node is preceded by a 1x1 Conv
projection. The designed cell and node choices are shown
in Fig. 6.
We train such a supernet with and without ELS on
CIFAR-10. For both experiments, we train for 100 epochs
with a batch size of 96, and a learning rate of 0.025. We
randomly sample 100 models to lookup their ground-truth
accuracies from NAS-Bench-101. We calculate the ranking ability of each supernet using Kendall Tau [19], shown
in Fig 7. The one with ELS reaches a tau value of 0.421,
indicating much higher correlation.

40

60

Ground Truth

80

Supernet acc

out

50

55

1×1 conv

Supernet acc

(a)

op

op

op

op

Tensor
op

1×1 proj

in

Table 5. Object detection result of various drop-in backbones on the COCO dataset.

ELS
Kendall Tau=0.421

40

30

40

60

80

Ground Truth

Figure 7. Comparison of ground-truth vs. estimated accuracy
correlation between the supernets trained with and without ELS,
based on 100 sampled models from NAS-Bench-101 [35]. ELS
substantially boosts the ranking ability of the supernet.

Op Foldable Identity Learnable Similarity Ranking
SC
✓
✓
✗
Low
Poor
ELS
✓
✓
✓
High
Good
Table 6. Comparison of Skip Connections (SC) and ELS as per
foldability and ranking.

ELS vs. Skip Connection. To give a clearer comparison between the skip connection (SC) and the proposed
ELS, we illustrate their functionality in Table 6. Both operations are foldable, meaning they are used in supernet training, but later removed (folded) to build the corresponding
subnetworks as they both creates an identity transformation
before folding and after (see also Fig. 2). The difference is
that, ELS is learnable so that it gives more consistent feature
maps in each layer. This is crucial to improve the supernet
ranking, attested by Fig 7.

6.3. Equivariant vs. Non-equivariant Stabilizer
The equivalence requirement for the stabilizer (Equation
3) plays a pivotal role in our approach. We evaluate a subnetwork with ELS as it is an identical proxy to the one without it. A stabilizer that violates the equivalence requirement
will give wrong evaluation.
For example, we make a simple modification by
adding a ReLU function to ELS, this makes the stabilizer non-equivariant because of non-linearity. Can we
use a supernet with this stabilizer to correctly evaluate
a model? Given a model denoted by choice indices:
M(1,3,1,0,12,0,0,0,12,12,12,12,12,0,0,0,12,12,9) , when we train it
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×108
MultAdds

respectively with ELS and with ELS-ReLU on the same settings, we find them have different representational power,
as shown in Fig. 8. The one with ELS-ReLU overestimates
the model compared to the one with ELS-no-ReLU, which
reflects its truth by Lemma 4.1.

4

2

7

0.3

60
40

ELS-ReLU
ELS

20

Training Loss

Top-1 Accuracy

accmin = 0
accmin = 0.4

6
ELS-ReLU
ELS

5

0.2

100
Epochs

200

0

100
Epochs

Ratio

0

200

For multi-objective evolutionary search in scalable
search space, to limit the minimum accuracy is more than
necessary. In a standard NSGA-II [10] process, models
with many skip connections are easily picked for the highranking non-dominated sets. For an extreme example, a
model consisting of skip connections for all 19 layers has
minimum multiply-adds, it will always stay as a boundary
node. This brings in gene contamination for the evolution
process as this poor-performing gene never dies out.
To demonstrate the necessity of a minimum accuracy
constraint, we compare the case with accmin = 0 and
accmin = 0.4 in Fig. 9. We can observe the number of
skip connections has been greatly reduced (red line in the
right figure). As a consequence, the evolution converges
to a better Pareto Front (red line in the left figure): higher
validation accuracies at the same level of multiply-adds.

0.1

0.0

Figure 8. Adding ReLU to ELS gives a wrong evaluation (overestimation) of a subnetwork.

6.4. Constrained Optimization

0.6

accmin = 0
accmin = 0.4

4

0

0.4
0.5
Validation Top-1 Accuracy

0

20

40

60

80

100

Epochs

Figure 9. Ablation study on constrained optimization. Left: Pareto
front of MultAdds vs. Accuracy. Right: The ratios of skip connections per epoch.

maintaining the same representational power for subnetworks. We also employ a weighted multi-objective evolutionary search to find a series of state-of-the-art SCARLET
architectures. Good transferability is achieved on various
vision tasks. Compared with unnecessarily costly EfficientNet, our method is a step forward towards more efficient
and flexible neural architecture search.
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